
TOPIC
S

AUDIT / 
ORGANISE UNDERSTAND MEMORISE APPLY REVIEW

Check 
knowledge: do 
you have 
enough notes 
on each topic?

Check 
conceptual 
understanding

Key words and 
quotes

Plan / write 
answers to 
exam questions

Check and 
action plan

Plath poetry

Range of  
poems 
annotated

Effects of 
literary methods

Literary 
terminology

Connections 
diagram 
(thematic links)

Strengths and 
targets review

Key vocabulary 
in context

Structural 
examples

Teach someone 
the poems

Use your 
glossary to add 
details to 
annotations

Vocabulary 
definitions

Impact of the 
historical and 
social context 
for Plath's 
writing

Symbolism 
examples

Timed planning 
to example 
question (10 
minutes)

Use a WAGOLL 
to create a list 
of stock 
phrases

Literary criticism 
of Plath's poetry

Imagery 
examples

Timed write to 
example 
question (40 
minutes)

Glossary EMAG articles
Narrative voice 
examples

Is___ effectively 
presented? 
Post-it debate 
with yourself

Use the mark 
scheme or AOs 
to self assess 
your timed 
writing

Application of 
critical ideas

Setting 
examples

Review and 
improve 
previous 
marked work



Streetcar

Scene 
summaries

Key vocabulary 
in context

Literary 
terminology

Timed planning 
to example 
question (10 
minutes)

Strengths and 
targets reviewText timeline

Impact of the 
historical and 
social context 
for Williams' 
writing

Structural 
examples

Timed write to 
example 
question (40 
minutes)

Social and 
historical 
references Literary criticism 

Symbolism 
examples

Is___ effectively 
presented? 
Post-it debate 
with yourself

Review 
annotations 
using notes and 
glossary

Character 
profiles EMAG articles

Imagery 
examples

Explain how key 
elements are 
presented to 
someone

Setting details

Application of 
critical 
anthology ideas

Narrative voice 
examples

Recreate the 
text timeline 
with key quotes

Self assess 
timed write 
using a mark 
scheme or AOsMiller profile

Setting 
examples

Text reception 
details G4G previously 

marked work



Spies

Chapter 
summaries

Effects of 
literary methods

Literary 
terminology

Timed planning 
to example 
question (10 
minutes)

Strengths and 
targets reviewText timeline

Key vocabulary 
in context

Structural 
examples

Timed write to 
example 
question (40 
minutes)

Historical 
contextual 
references

Impact of the 
historical and 
social context 

Symbolism 
examples

Is___ effectively 
presented? 
Post-it debate 
with yourself

Review 
annotations 
using notes and 
glossary

Character 
profiles Literary criticism 

Imagery 
examples

Explain how 
elements of 
Political and 
Social Protest 
are presented 
to someone

Setting details EMAG articles
Narrative voice 
examples

Recreate the 
text timeline 
with key quotes

Self assess 
timed write 
using a mark 
scheme or AOsFrayn profile

Application of 
critical  ideas

Setting 
examples

Text reception 
details

Review and edit 
previously 
marked work


